
 

 

These instructions should be read carefully and retained after installation for further
reference and maintenance.

SAFETY
l Before installation, ensure that the mains supply to the luminaire is switched off and the 
    circuit supply fuses are removed or circuit breaker turned off
l It is recommended that a qualified electrician is consulted or used for the installation of 
    this luminaire and installed to the current edition of the IEE wiring regulations
l Check that the total load on the circuit, including this luminaire, does not exceed the rating 
    of the circuit cable, fuse or circuit breaker

RATINGS
l This luminaire is of Class I construction and it does require an earth connection
l IP20 rated

0 0l Working situation: -20 C to +25 C
l 220-240V AC rated
l CE Approved

DIMENSIONS:

LKSTA23
3CCT Circular Surface

Mounted LED

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

l Input Voltage: 220-240V/AC
 Wattage: 22Wl
3CCT Changeable (switch): 3000K/4000K/5000Kl 
CRI > 80l 
IP Rating: IP20l 
Protection Class: Class Il 
Housing: Metal & Acrylic Diffuserl 

0 0Operating Temp.: -20 C to +25 Cl 
Dimensions: Diameter 425mm / depth 110mml 
Warranty: 5 yearsl 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

Switch off the mains supply before installation.

2. Loosen the 3 screws that holds the gear tray

    to the base.1.Turn and lift the diffuser to remove it

   from the fitting.

3. Turn and lift the gear tray to remove it

     from the base.

4.1 Turn OFF the mains supply, insert the mains

       supply cable though the cable entry in the base.

4.2 Position and fix the base to a suitable solid 

      surface using suitable fixings.

4.1

4.2

5. Connect the mains cables to the terminal block: 

    Brown wire to (L) terminal

    Blue wire to (N) terminal

    Yellow/Green wire to the Earth terminal

6. Place and turn the gear tray to attach it 

    to the base of the fitting .

7. Tighten the 3 screws that holds the gear tray

    to the base.

8.1 Re-fit the diffuser by placing it over the base 

    and turn it to lock it in his position.

8.2 Turn ON the mains power supply. 

3CCT Circular Surface Mounted LED
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